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Goal for IQ as a WGD Ambassador Genius of the Year:
To represent the societies I manage, as well as the high IQ community at large, and to unite highly intelligent people the world over
with the intent of working towards the common goal of making it a better place for us and our future generations.
Organisations/Memberships:
World Genius Directory, International High IQ Society, Infinity International Society, ePiq Society, THIS High IQ Society, Global
Genius Generation Group, BRAIN, Behemoth, Leviathan and UberIQ, GRIQ Society, President of TenIQ & Torr High IQ Societies,
President and Founder of the Canadian High IQ Society (CHIQS), and Cofounder and former Managing Partner of UberIQ.
Occupation/Professional Goals:
I am a retired construction worker, bookkeeper and college graduate who is currently working as an internet entrepreneur and fulltime
manager of three online high IQ societies: TenIQ, CHIQS and Torr. My most recent online project is the ICFIT (International Culture
Fair Intelligence Test) which is an online test of fluid intelligence and is the official admission test for my three internet IQ societies.
Why work with IQ:
It’s a rather long story, but soon after graduating from college in 2002 I became interested in the subject of intelligence and high IQ.
Doing an online search for IQ tests I found some tests that were admission tests for the International High IQ Society. I took the test,
passed and a few days later purchased lifetime membership. I found it to be well worth the money spent on membership as it gave me
instant access to forums where I began to communicate and connect with highly intelligent people from all over the world. This very
much inspired and motivated me to provide more such platforms where intellectually gifted people can interact and become friends,
hence I became involved in community projects such as TenIQ (previously Tensa, founded by Greg Collins), the Canadian High IQ
Society, UberIQ Society (now fully managed by Anthony Lawson) and the Torr High IQ Society (founded by Nathan Haselbauer).
Statement for the World:
I see much division and acrimony in the world today. Sadly, people are generally tense and appear to be viewing those whose views
and opinions differ from their own as 'the enemy'. I don’t believe this to be the case, and think that - while we may all have different
aspirations - we still do share many of the same hopes and fears. I believe that if we are to move forward in this world - and survive we must focus on what unites us, and work together towards common goals to ensure the future of humanity.

